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1994-0812-001

Indeed, beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of
Light divine, I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph - Jesus, you have
known me as - and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this
evening in your timing, as you have chosen to turn the focus of your
attention unto me.

1994-0812-002

It is as my beloved teacher and friend, the one known as Judith, has said
unto you: I am always with you. I am always you. And I have been awaiting
this evening in grand joy and grand excitement, to be allowed to come and
be amongst you again as we have been in olden times, and to share the joy
of the Father with you.

1994-0812-003

My beloved friend and teacher was speaking of her associations in this
lifetime that have brought her to, as she sees it, this point of unfoldment,
but she did not remember to speak unto you the history that she and I have
shared. For indeed she was my teacher, known as Judith, the leader of the
Essenes when I was in the Essene community at Mount Carmel. That is why
I refer to her as my beloved friend - which she is and which you are - and
my teacher - which she is and you are.

1994-0812-004

All of you are my teachers, if you will receive it, for all of you are allowing
the Christ that you are to unfold, to come forward, to be known in full
realization, and to experience life upon this plane, as you have chosen to
experience Life, as a grand adventure in every moment.

1994-0812-005

For all of you have chosen to bring the Spirit that you are incarnate, in to
what would be known as the molecules of physicality, the body, into matter,
to know what it feels like to be Spirit activating matter, to be very
creative, for you are the Child of the Creator. Could it be otherwise? No, it
could not. You are creative in every moment and you have asked, as the
creative, holy Child that you are, "What can I create?" And having created,
you asked, "What would it feel like to be among my creations? What would
it feel like to be a flower? What would it feel like to be a dinosaur? What
would it feel like to be the Spirit that inhabits the minerals, the grand
minerals known as the mountains?"

1994-0812-006

For as you will sit in a quiet time and you will open your mind to
contemplation, daydreaming, imagination - call it what you will - imagine
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what it feels like to be a grand mountain. How does this spirit of mountain
feel? For, know you, there is a Life force in the mountain, and it is your Life
force for there is no separation.
1994-0812-007

It is the way of the world to see bodies, separate boxes, and to look with
the physical eyes upon units and to see them as being discrete, to see them
as being very much finite within one space, and yet you are the energy that
activates the body. You are the consciousness that calls together in every
moment the molecules of physicality in this design pattern that you have
chosen - and this is not the only design pattern that you have ever chosen
to express as. For you have expressed the Life force, the energy that you
are, in every form that you can imagine. That is how unlimited you are.

1994-0812-008

Everything that you have created - and you are the holy creative Child, the
Child of the One Creator - everything that you have created you have
expressed as. That is why you can sit in your times of meditation, your times
of quiet, and imagine how it would feel to fly as the eagle up above the
mountains, how it feels to express as the tiny butterfly, how it feels to
express as the grand tree that grows to the heavens. It is because you
have and you are expressing in different, as you would see it, different Life
forms.

1994-0812-009

For this is not the only time and place in which you are expressing, even at
this moment. You are totally unlimited. It is as your science fiction portrays
for you, for it will be that you will watch one of your programs on your
square box known as the TV and it will take you forward, supposedly, into
the future, into other realms, other dimensions, other times. Where does
that knowledge come from? Imagination, yes. Someone with a grand
imagination. And it is you, for even as we speak, you are experiencing upon a
grand spaceship somewhere, going "where no man yet has dared to go."

1994-0812-010

And it is exciting. It is truly exciting. That is why I say unto you that you
are my teachers, for you, as the creative Child that you are and that I am,
you are manifesting all of these adventures, and I, because I am not
separate from you, I get to experience these adventures as well. You are
my teachers, as I am your teacher - your Elder Brother, yes, and your
teacher, your companion, constant companion throughout what you would see
as many lifetimes.

1994-0812-011

Many lifetimes you have called unto me and always I have answered. Many
lifetimes you have prayed unto me and you have shared the inner wisdom
with others. You have taught them what you have seen, the visions that you
have seen and the inner knowing of the heart, and they have heard and it
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has opened for them new horizons. It has allowed them to free their vision
from what would just be with the blinders on, to see that perhaps there is
the inner wisdom, the inner splendor that is now coming forth.
1994-0812-012

This is a time of grand excitement upon this plane, for there is, as you have
felt, an acceleration of energy, an acceleration, yes, even in what you would
see as the activities of the world, even to the place where you have so
many choices of where you will go in an evening that you have to make
choices. You are bringing this about, this acceleration, in order to know your
priorities. For in every day you have options, alternatives, of where you will
go, of who you will meet with, what you will do, whether you will abide at
home and read what is known as a good book - and all of them are good - or
whether you will watch your square box known as the TV or whether you
will go out and be amongst your friends or whether you will go out and hike
in the mountains.

1994-0812-013

Always choices. More and more choices. And all of you have felt the
acceleration of this activity and you have asked, "Where, where am I going
to find enough time to do all of them?" Well, the answer is, you won't. That
is why you make the choices and you set your priorities. It is for you to
know what is important to you. And the same is true of your brothers and
sisters.

1994-0812-014

There is a grand time of acceleration upon this plane and it is not going to
cease. All is in a transformative stage, a stage of acceleration, a state
where even the energy that you allow to activate the molecules of
physicality, the cells of the body, even that energy is being speeded up
because you are calling it forth, because you are allowing it now to come
forth to allow the cells of the body to awaken, to radiate in grand dynamic
quality the Light that you are. And this will continue until the point where
the cells of the body will radiate the Light that you are in such grand
radiance that others will look upon you and they will see the
transfiguration.

1994-0812-015

It is not I, one Jeshua ben Joseph, who will and has experienced the
transfiguration. All of you, if you so desire it, will experience the
transfiguration even in physical form. For you are Light. You are energy. It
has been called consciousness - and it is - and there is coming a time that
you will allow the Light that you are to radiate through the cells of the
body to the point where there will be the transfiguration and ascension, if
you so desire.
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1994-0812-016

Now it is not necessary that you ascend the physical body in order to come
unto the place of full realization of the Light that you are. This has been
the demonstration that I made and that others have made throughout what
you would see as history. But it is not necessary that you do this in physical
form, for you will ascend in consciousness whether or not you do it through
the body. Some will with the body and some won't. It is always individual
choice as to what you will experience.

1994-0812-017

But there comes a time upon this plane, a time of grand Light, and it comes
quickly now. And I share in that joy with you, for it is a time of
Homecoming. It is what you have desired at a very deep level, known as the
soul level - and even deeper than what you would see as an individual soul.

1994-0812-018

All of you at times have had a subtle feeling deep within, a subtle, gnawing
feeling of wanting to come Home, of being Homesick and yet not knowing
where Home is. And many of you have pulled up roots and you have travelled
miles to a new geographical location. All of you have travelled to find Home,
and you have been in different geographical locations and you have asked of
yourself, "Does this feel like Home?" You have known that you were
searching for something and, as is the way of mankind, you have looked
outside of yourself to find it at first.

1994-0812-019

But you are coming unto a place now of realizing that Home is within. Home
is Who you are and you take it with you wherever you go. It is not even
that you need pack it up in the belongings and take it in the box with the
handle on it called a suitcase, I believe - some suitcases bigger than others.
Home is within, and it is what you have felt as a Homesickness for many,
many of what you would see as lifetimes. It has been a searching to come
Home and this time, if you will receive it, is a time of Homecoming. It is a
time when groups such as gathered here this evening are coming together as
Family.

1994-0812-020

All of you are Family with each other and it is not by accident that you find
yourself so gathered in this home this evening. Thank you, beloved one, for
having the courage to open your home and to get on the telephone and to
call ones to allow them to know my invitation. It is a grand service that you
have done unto them and to me and, most of all, to yourSelf.

1994-0812-021

It is a time of reunion. A time of Homecoming, yes. A time of re-connecting,
all of you, as family. Each and every one of you. Even though you may or
may not have known each other before you walked in the door this evening,
all of you at a heart level are Family and you can be at peace, at ease,
with each other.
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1994-0812-022

For it is not by accident that you found yourself making the choice to come
here this evening. Oh, the ego would speak unto you of many reasons.
Curiosity, perhaps. The invitation of a friend. Perhaps nothing better to do.
I do not think that was one of the choices. But all of you, no matter what
the ego would say unto you as the reason, all of you at a heart level have
desired to come and be amongst your Family. And this is not all of the
Family. This is a unit, if you will. This is a cell of a larger Family, of a
Family that is now awakening and finding itself to be joined in a grand
network of communities, some in formal shape as communities, yes. Some in
the shape of friends who come together in a group - which is a community.
These are as points of Light, more and more, spreading across the face of
our Holy Mother, the Earth.

1994-0812-023

And it is not by accident that one of your Presidents spoke the words, given
unto him by his speech writer, of the "points of Light." It was not by
accident that those words were spoken, for that is what is happening now
upon this plane: many points of Light being joined together in a grand
network. You are not alone. Far from it. You are part of a grand network
that stretches across the face of our Holy Mother, the Earth.

1994-0812-024

And it is as my beloved brother here has spoken earlier this evening: there
is an awakening, even in this geographical location, of the heart, of what
you would call the metaphysical community. It is alive and well and growing.
For your brothers and sisters are wanting to know Who they are. They are
wanting to come Home. And many of them are searching quite diligently,
quite sincerely, worshipping me and calling upon my name in grand sincerity
because they desire to know the Truth of their being.

1994-0812-025

There are times that you would look upon them and you would ask them to
be a bit more allowing, a bit more open, you will call it, to other points of
view perhaps, but the desire is the same. It is the desire to know Who they
are and to come Home, and they are following another path and following it
with grand vigor.

1994-0812-026

So allow them their path. Love them as your brothers and sisters, for they
are desiring to know Who they are and they speak unto me, although they
still see me as afar off. There will come a day when even they will know
that I am not without them - not outside of them - but that I am within,
as I am within you in your heart.

1994-0812-027

You are the ones who are calling forth an evening such as this. You are the
ones who have had openness of mind that will say, "I will entertain the
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possibility that one known as Jeshua ben Joseph can come and speak to me
through the guise of a small woman."
1994-0812-028

All of you are grand adventurers and you are calling forth this very
experience in this moment because you have the courage to entertain new
ideas, and this is not the first lifetime, as you would see it, that you have
done that. All of you in this room have been ones who in other lifetimes
have been, as they would call, upon the crest of the wave, the forefront in
the new thinking. And it is not by accident that you find yourselves again in
this lifetime being in what would be called the New Age - and yet it is not
so much new as it is remembering the inner wisdom that you have
experienced in what you would see as other lifetimes and bringing that
forth in this time.

1994-0812-029

All of you have been the adventurers. All of you enjoy being totally alive.
That is why, beloved one, you take the snowmobile out on the snow: to feel
totally and dynamically alive as you are racing along, and to hurtle yourself
about, yes, to feel the Life energy that you are and to know yourself not
separate from what you are holding on to, for the snowmobile would not go
without your consciousness, without your energy. You are the spirit and the
energy that activates what is seemingly the machine that you would see to
be separate, and yet when you get onto that machine and off you go, you
are very much one with that energy in order to experience the dynamic
quality of the Life expression. Life is not static, as you know.

1994-0812-030

Life is very much an ongoing process, and even if you would stop and try to
dig in the heels somewhere and to stay static, what happens? You find that
you cannot do it. There is a force that you would say is outside of you - and
yet it is not outside of you - that pushes and propels you to move, even into
circumstances and places that you say, "I'm not going to do that." And yet
what happens? You find yourself doing it, in time.

1994-0812-031

There is no one who makes you do it - although sometimes you would say,
"He made me do it," and you point to someone else outside of you. No, no
one outside of you makes you do anything. You choose in every moment what
you will experience. You also choose how you will experience it: whether you
will go with it with the aliveness of the Life energy that you are or
whether you will go kicking and screaming, with the heels dug into the
gravel that says, "I'm not going to move," and yet the gravel will not keep
you from moving. You have all tried that at various times. You've all said,
"No, I'm not going to do it." And then you find yourself doing it.
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1994-0812-032

After all, where did the idea to do it come from in the first place? From
within. From your inner Self, the Self that you are. That is where
inspiration comes from. That is where ideas come from, and it is all well and
good to say that someone else outside of you has maybe come up with the
idea and is making you do it. All that does is to put it out there for awhile
until you say, "What the heck. I am Christ" - as you are - "I am the Light,
the energy that activates the body. I am the one who calls forth every
experience, and I am the one from this day forward that will call it good" or not.

1994-0812-033

You have a choice. You know plenty of brothers and sisters who call it not
so good and that's what they experience - not so good - until maybe they
get tired of experiencing not so good and then they say, "Well, there must
be another way of looking at this. I will choose anew" - as all of you have
in what you would see as either this lifetime or other lifetimes. You have
gotten tired of the suffering and you have said, "There must another way.
Let me try another way." And it's been fun.

1994-0812-034

That is why there is such a Homecoming that is happening upon this plane.
All of you have desired to know Who you are, totally unlimited. Not waiting
until you lay down the body and go unto a place known as Heaven. You have
tried that more times than you can count. You have laid down the body and
then raised up a new one, and you have gone, in between what you would
see as experiences, gone unto various other experiences and then you have
come back and said, "Let's try it again for the fun of it." And then you
forget the fun part until there is a still, small Voice within that calls out
and says, "If what I am doing now is not fun, let me choose anew. Let me
look upon this with new eyes. Let me see this in a new Light." And, miracle
of miracles, it is transformed before your very eyes, because you allow
yourself a new perspective.

1994-0812-035

All of you have experienced that. All of you have come unto a place like the
wall right in front of you, the place where you have cried out unto me - and
I have heard you. I have answered you. You did not always hear me
answering you, but always I have answered you. And then finally when you
have gotten tired of calling out, when you have finally stopped and paused
for a moment for a breath, there has been a book, there has been a friend,
there has been a word that has come in prayer, in meditation, that has
allowed you to look upon what was transpiring in a new light - not someone
else's Light, but your own Light - and it has allowed you to look upon what
was happening with new eyes.
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1994-0812-036

I joke with my beloved friend and teacher that often she will spend time
with the introduction and I am saying to her, "Get on with it so that I can
talk. Get on with it so I can be amongst the people. Get on with it." And
that is what I say unto all of you this evening: get on with it. For the
course that you have set for yourself is a course of Homecoming, and it is a
grand path. A path of excitement. A path of joy. A path of acceleration. A
path of choices, and a path that brings you unto the place of answering
that bottom line question that all of you have asked: "Who am I? Why am I
here?" Have you ever asked that?

1994-0812-037

{Laughter.}

1994-0812-038

How many times.

1994-0812-039

How many times, indeed. "Why am I here?" You are here to express Who
you are. You are here to express the dynamic quality of Life, the dynamic
quality of the Spirit that activates these molecules, that activates
everything that you call forth in what you would see as your environment,
everything that you call forth in every moment, as you stand before one and
you look deep into their eyes and you behold the Christ that they are. For
you see your Self in another's eyes and you know that there is no
separation.

1994-0812-040

That is why you are here. It is to behold the Christ that you are and that
all of the brothers and sisters are - even the ones who go about so tightly
encased in their own belief system, their own box perhaps, that they do not
pause to know the Love that they are. But they will in time.

1994-0812-041

It is for you to shower upon them the Love that they are searching for,
though they know it not. It is for you to hold them in Love in every moment
as they come to your mind and to bless them and to see them as the holy
Child that they are, to see them with the eyes of our Father, Who sees
them not as separate boxes - although that may be their image of
themselves - but seems them as the holy Creative Child, the ever-ongoing
expression of Life upon this plane and all other planes that you can imagine.

1994-0812-042

For that is how totally unlimited you are. That is why so many of you and
the brothers and sisters are so exhilarated and caught up into what would
be called the science fiction - and it is not fiction. And it is not exactly
science, either. It is imagination and it is remembering. It is allowing
yourself to be beyond what is right here in this time and this space as this
body and personality that you identify with. It is allowing yourself to say,
"What if I were totally unlimited?" and to play with that idea as the
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creative Child that you are. You can play with that idea. That is what it is
all about: to play with it.
1994-0812-043

But oftentimes mankind - and womankind - has forgotten the play and has
felt it to be very heavy, has felt that there must be all the decisions, the
heavy responsibility of the "shoulds" and the "have to's" and the "musts",
the schedules, and then life becomes not so much a free flow of the energy
that you are but it seems to be more chopped up into responsibilities and
decisions. And after awhile you say, "What is the use?" You all know
brothers and sisters who have come unto that place where they have said,
"What is the use? This is too heavy." And indeed it is too heavy, and it was
never intended to be so heavy.

1994-0812-044

The Life expression of the holy Child is meant to be Child's play - Child with
a capital "C". Child's play. All that you call forth in every moment is to be
played with, to be entertained. Your language is rich in clues that will bring
you Home. If you will stop and abide with a word, with a phrase, it has
much of treasure to share with you. You are the grand playwright. You are
playing in every moment with the script that you are writing in every
moment, that you are acting in every moment, and you are grand at
improvising, changing. In the middle of a sentence, you have an idea. You
may start out talking to one and you will think, "I'm going to say..," and all
of sudden an idea occurs to you and you go off this way with it and you
think, "How did that happen? Where did that idea come from?" - but only
for half a degree of a second - and off you are experiencing what would be
known as a tangent perhaps, improvising as you go along.

1994-0812-045

Never the same. Life is not static. Life is exciting and this, beloved ones, is
a very exciting time upon this plane, for many are choosing to know in
fullness Who you are, who I am.

1994-0812-046

For all that has been ascribed unto me, one Jeshua ben Joseph, the Christ,
is the same for you. It is only that I have claimed it and I have said, "Yes, I
know myself to be my Father's creative Child. I know myself to be that
Light and that Love, and I will live from that place." You are that close to
claiming it. You stand upon the threshold, and for a moment's time yet you
hold it at a distance and you say, "It's a great idea. Those are beautiful
words shared with me. It is inspirational and it catches my imagination.
Would that I were Christ" - and you are. And there comes a time - and
very rapidly upon this plane now - that ones such as yourself will have the
courage to say, "I am Christ."
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1994-0812-047

You will start out in a morning, awakening, and you will ask and you will say,
"What would it feel like if I were Christ? What would I do today?" All of
you: I set you an exercise, I think it is called. In the morrow, tomorrow in
your morning, when you first awaken in the morning before you take your
head from the pillow, ask of yourself, "What would the holy Child like to do
today?" As the holy Child that you are you are perfectly free in every
moment to do whatever brings you joy. There is no one who dictates to you
what you have to do - except your own choice and except sometimes the
belief that you have bought of the world.

1994-0812-048

Ask of yourself in the morning, tomorrow, "What would the holy Child like
to do?" And if the holy Child would like to lie abed all day - have you ever
thought of that? - indeed, you can allow yourself to lie abed all day. But I
will share with you: that probably after awhile you will say, "I wonder
what's happening somewhere else?" and you will be out of the bed to find
out what is happening somewhere else.

1994-0812-049

If you would like to go unto your mountain and to hike, if you would {a
motorcycle roars by} like to go as the grand energy of the race car, you
can do that as well. Ask of yourself, "What would the holy Child like to do
in this day?" Do not ask yourself what the holy Child would like to do the
rest of this, what you would see as, lifetime. That may be a bit of a chunk,
a little too big to bite off in the beginning - or maybe it isn't. Play with it.

1994-0812-050

But ask of yourself in the morrow, "What would the holy Child like to do? If
I were Christ" - and you are - "what would I like to do today? How would it
feel to be Christ? How would I look upon my brothers and sisters? How
would I look upon the one in the grocery store? Or at the filling station?"
as it is called where you fill up your chariots that go with the horses inside.
In our day and time that you shared with me we had the horses on the
outside. Now they are on the inside.

1994-0812-051

{Smiles.}

1994-0812-052

Each one who stands before you, behold the Christ that they are. How
would it feel to be Christ for a day? You have had programs on your square
box that have talked about Queen for a Day, King for a Day. Try it on for
size. How would Christ look upon what is happening in each moment?
Practice. Play with it. See how it feels.

1994-0812-053

It may feel a bit strange at first because of teachings, society, what you
have grown up with, what "they" have said unto you - and "they" are not
outside of you. It may feel a bit strange at first, but play with it. Give
yourself one day, one day of freedom, and then if it feels good, you might
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want to try two days. And after awhile, guess what? You find yourself going
with a grand freedom that allows the very Light that you are to be
radiated even through the molecules of matter and you find yourself going
as that grand energy that just went down the street {the motorcycle}.
1994-0812-054

Nothing holding you back. Nothing. Nothing that anyone else has ever said to
you in any lifetime. Nothing, even the image that you have held of yourself
in this lifetime or other lifetimes will hold you back, for you will know your
unlimitedness. You are as I am. You are the Christ, and it takes only the
claiming. That is the only difference, and the time comes rapidly now when
all of you will have the courage to try that on, to try it on as a suit of
Light, to put it on, to see, "How does it feel? Is the sleeve too long? Is this
sleeve too short? How does it feel?" Stretch a bit with it. It will allow you
to stretch a bit. You may feel you are stretching to fill it and it will feel
good. But play with it.

1994-0812-055

Not because one Jeshua ben Joseph came and spoke to you in an evening,
but because you are the Christ that I am, because you are the creative
Child of the One Creator. You are creating even this moment what you
experience, and you can play with "How does it feel to be Christ?" Not
blasphemy at all. It is what has been told to you in your religious
organizations, and you have even been the priests, the fathers, the nuns,
who have said this unto others: that there was one Jeshua ben Joseph, one
Jesus, the Christ, who died for your sins, and if you would worship one
Jeshua ben Joseph, one Jesus, you would be saved.

1994-0812-056

Worship me as your Self. See in me your Self. And as you worship that Self,
you come Home. As you entertain what it is to be Christ, as you behold me
as the Christ, yes, behold your Self as the Christ and worship that, and it
will bring you Home.

1994-0812-057

I did not die for your sins. I am not a savior. I am a teacher, yes. I am one
who loves you. I come and I speak words that you call forth as catalysts
for remembrance. In that is your salvation. Not because one who died, as
you would see it, centuries ago can save you. But I come as the Love that I
am and the Love that you are, to speak words that you call forth to remind
yourself of Who you are. In that I am your savior, yes, because I am and
you are the Self, the One Self that we are. You are your savior.

1994-0812-058

In this moment, as you allow yourself to play with the idea of coming Home,
the idea of Christ, the idea of unlimited Life energy, the energy that was
not by accident going down the road at that moment {the motorcycle}, that
energy that is very powerful, and more, as you allow yourself to connect
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with your unlimitedness, you save yourself from your own sin of the belief in
separation. That is all that sin is: a temporary forgetting of the One Self
that you are. It is the belief that would say that you are here and that
your Father is somewhere apart from you, that you are here and the one
known as Jesus, the Christ, is somewhere apart from you. The belief in
separation, that is the only sin, and it is a temporary forgetting.
1994-0812-059

All of you have chosen to come through that belief in separation. You have
said, "Enough already. I have spent lifetimes seeing myself to be separate
from my brothers and sisters, experiencing the 'us' and 'them' consciousness,"
and you know all too well that that prevails even now in this time. But
there is a grand change afoot upon this plane and you are the very ones
who are ushering in a new way of looking at everything that transpires. It
is because you have chosen to come Home. And a grand Homecoming it is. For
I stand just on the other side of that threshold of your claiming Who you
are. I stand just on the other side of that threshold with arms wide open to
welcome you Home. I desire to welcome you Home as the One Self that we
are, and much joy you will experience.

1994-0812-060

Now would be a good time to take a break, to refresh the bodies, to walk
about a bit, and then we will reconvene and we will entertain the questions,
if there be questions.

1994-0812-061

So be it.

1994-0812-062

{Break.}

1994-0812-063

Was that the pause that refreshes?

1994-0812-064

Uh huh.

1994-0812-065

Did you not feel the energy of Love that was circulating in and amongst and
as you during what was known as the break?

1994-0812-066

{Looking at the box on the floor containing the love offering} Interesting,
this is known as Love. {Picking up a ten dollar bill.} I understand that you
are taking a love offering and it is, indeed, love. It is your energy in
tangible form that is given, exchanged, with others in what is known as the
paper. Sometimes it is on plastic. Sometimes it is even with a golden coin
that you share with others, but in every instance it is the Love that you are
in tangible form that is shared with another. And you have taken what is
known as the pieces of paper and you have put value upon them, and you
have said, "Here, I will give unto you my Love" in this form.

1994-0812-067

The next time you take something such as this unto your store and you
exchange this for the bread that you would eat or another object that you
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would purchase, remember that this is your Love that you are giving unto
another. Although it is seemingly in another form, it is Love, always,
exchanged in tangible form. Or you may go up to one such as this beauteous
person and you may share Love with this one from eye to eye and smile to
smile. It is very easy to do, very simple.
1994-0812-068

Beloved one, how are you this evening?

1994-0812-069

Fine.

1994-0812-070

You are indeed fine. There is a radiance about you and a joy for all to
behold. Would you have a question this evening? It is not necessary, but if
you wish to, you may.

1994-0812-071

What could you advise me in working with my sister? You know what I'm
talking about?

1994-0812-072

Indeed, beloved one. See this one as your Self, for indeed she is your Self.
She is expressing other aspects of your Self, other qualities as you would
see, other characteristics, traits, other choices. But see yourself as this
one. Put yourself in her sandals and see how it feels to come from the place
where she believes herself to be, and then hold this one in your mind's eye,
hold this one in your heart, in Love and allow the very Love that you are to
pour out over this one, and behold this one as the grand actress that she is.

1994-0812-073

Smile as she will do her various scenes that she does, as she reads her
script, as she improvises, as she goes along. In your mind, silently, applaud
her acting for she very much gets into the part and she does it very well.
Allow yourself the humor with it, and allow yourself to know that she also
is searching to know Who she is. She is also searching how to come Home
and she is trying on different avenues, different detours, as you would call
them, different choices, and yet, all of these choices are used by the One
that I have called the Grand Weaver, Who takes all of the choices, all of
the threads of these choices, and weaves them together into a beautiful
tapestry that brings the holy Child back Home again.

1994-0812-074

But be with this one as the Child that she is, and that you are. Be with this
one and see yourself as this one. Allow yourself the humor, the standing
back a degree or so at times, and if she is into having the grand drama,
allow her to have it and just to applaud silently.

1994-0812-075

And if there comes time for a sharing, this one will ask of you at some point
what you know, for she will feel a peace with you and a simple joy, and she
will come unto a place of asking you. She already, at times, watches you.
She would not let you know that, but there are times that she watches and
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she sees choices that you make. And there will be times that she will ask,
"How do you know Who you are? How do you come through the choices that
you make with such peace? How do I come Home again?"
1994-0812-076

You will not need to push it, beloved one. The one known as our Heavenly
Father is very much in and as this one, the same as you, and you will have
your guidance. But for yourself, allow the humor to be there. It will see you
through all of the ups and downs, as it would be. And applaud this one. She
is doing very well.

1994-0812-077

You, beloved brother who has been with me in what you would see as other
lifetimes as well, how are you this evening?

1994-0812-078

Pretty well, thank you.

1994-0812-079

You are indeed. Would you have a question or a sharing this evening?

1994-0812-080

There are different things I could ask. The realization which you spoke
of within ourselves, what can we do to assist that process to unfold? Is
there anything we can do?

1994-0812-081

Oh, very much so. This is very much a process that you have set in motion,
as you would see, in this lifetime, yes, and other lifetimes as well. For you
have decreed at a very deep level that you will know Who you are and you
will come Home, so that everything that transpires is very much aiding the
unfoldment of the awareness and realization of the Christ that you are.

1994-0812-082

But play with it. As we spoke earlier, play with how it feels to be Christ,
how Christ would look upon all of the brothers and sisters and all that
transpires, and catch yourself as you react in a habitual way, as is the way
of mankind/womankind. But catch yourself after an instant or so and say,
"Oh, that is the way I have looked at it in the past. Perhaps there is a new
way of looking upon this." And allow yourself, as I spoke unto this one, to
stand back a degree or so and to ask, "How would the Christ look upon this?
If I had all of eternity to experience this," - and you do - "how would I see
it?" And you will find the very world in front of you transformed.

1994-0812-083

It is what I experienced in my lifetime as Jeshua ben Joseph, as a lad
growing up. There were times that I questioned what was going on before
me with ones that I interacted with, ones of my family, ones of my cousins,
ones of the extended family, ones that I studied with. And I wondered why
at times they could be of good humor and sometimes they were not of such
good humor. And I asked of myself why were there times I felt more
expansive and free-flowing, and other times I was into judgments. And I
learned by the allowance. I learned that I am eternity - as you are. And in
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doing that, I could allow others their choices, their ups and downs as it
would be, and I could allow myself the experiences that I chose to have.
1994-0812-084

It is very much in process, beloved one, and you are rapidly coming unto
that place of realization. It is not by accident that you have found yourself
in this geographical location, calling others of the heart family unto
yourself. There will be more of this. This is part of your heart family so
gathered here in this room this evening, and there will be many more. For
there are many of your brothers and sisters who are feeling within the
heart that they must make trek unto various places to connect again with
the heart Family.

1994-0812-085

And as you are vigilant and you behold each one as the Christ that they
are, you will find your Family reuniting. And as you do that, it allows you to
know the unlimited Self that you are. It is a grand place to be. Thank you,
beloved one.

1994-0812-086

You, beloved sister, how are you this evening?

1994-0812-087

I am fine.

1994-0812-088

You are indeed fine. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-089

I have a decision to make ahead of me. Can you help me with it?

1994-0812-090

Indeed, always I have helped you with the decisions that you have made even the ones that you would feel that you had made all by yourself. I have
always been with you.

1994-0812-091

Every time you have called out unto me and you have prayed unto me,
instantly I have been with you, closer than your very breath. I have been
with you as your Heart, for that is where we abide together. With this
decision that you will be making - in fact, have already made - I go with
you into this. Come from the place, beloved one, of the Heart of allowing
yourself to know the Love that you are, to choose what brings you into a
place of expressing that Love and the joy.

1994-0812-092

Look upon the choices and see which one brings you more joy and you will
have your answer. You can make no wrong decisions. It is very much as you
would steer a moving automobile. If you would choose in one moment to
change the direction, instantly you turn the wheel and you change the
direction. It is the same with all decisions. None are set in concrete that
hold you in that place, for momently you have choice. But look upon the
choices and see which one has more light, a subtle light perhaps, around it,
which one allows the heart to come open, and go with that choice. And know
that you do not make any choice alone, for always I am with you.
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1994-0812-093

Thank you. It is a grand work that you do upon this plane - not just what
you would see as work, but the very expression of the Light that you are is
seen by many. Thank you.

1994-0812-094

And you, beloved one with whom we meet this evening not by accident.

1994-0812-095

It's so wonderful to see you in this form once again.

1994-0812-096

Indeed, it is a grand reunion. Not only with us but also with ones of your
heart Family that you have felt yourself attracted to. Thank you, beloved
one, for listening to the inner guidance and being willing to set aside all
that you were attached to, to allow those threads, one by one, to be
released, to come unto a new chapter, a new and grand and glorious
chapter.

1994-0812-097

Yes, I do feel like I have taken a great burden off of my shoulders.

1994-0812-098

Indeed you have.

1994-0812-099

I'm still reeling under the changes.

1994-0812-100

Yes.

1994-0812-101

But most of me knows that I made the right decision. Some doubts have
been coming up. I'm just letting it come up.

1994-0812-102

It is the voice of ego that would speak unto you and would say, "Are you
sure you have made the right choice?"

1994-0812-103

Right.

1994-0812-104

It says, "Look upon this and look upon that" and ask the world's questions,
and yet in your heart of hearts, you know the guidance was very strong.

1994-0812-105

Yes.

1994-0812-106

Indeed. And again, as we have spoken unto this one, you do not do this
alone. What would you ask this evening, beloved one?

1994-0812-107

A couple of things. Later, if I can have some assistance in releasing the
energy in my body that is attached to the fear on these changes. I
have some pains that I want to get rid of. The other thing is about my
children. I believe what they are going through is just concern for me,
but it's been really heart-breaking to have them just totally ignore me
in all of this and not even inquire where I am.

1994-0812-108

Indeed, and this will be changing in the days to come. But they are going
through their own process of what they "must" focus upon now for
themselves. This comes out of what you would see as many lifetimes in
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which you have shared as a family unit and as an extended family. You have
shared much as the mates and as the parents and children roles. You have
reversed these, changed them. You have played all of these roles, and there
have been lifetimes in which they felt your choices very much separated
them from what they saw to be important for their own ongoingness - that
is, the survival of the body, not the ongoingness of the Spirit that you are
and they are.
1994-0812-109

But they have interpreted these choices as being life-threatening to the
survival, and there is at a very deep level a memory of that, so that they
are at a place of saying, "This does not concern me. I do not want to deal
with it." But it will be coming up for them, for nothing is kept hidden
forever. It will come up to be dealt with and to be seen as the illusion, the
illusion in time that it is. It will be seen in the eternalness of all expression,
and they will see that they have never been separate from you.

1994-0812-110

Yes, the bodies have been separated. Yes, there has been the laying down of
the bodies, and there has been the sorrow and the feeling of loss that has
been too heavy in some lifetimes to deal with, so that they have put it, as
it would be, upon the back in a grand knapsack and they carry it with them
lifetime to the next lifetime, not daring to have the knapsack out in front
of them and to go through it, but just carrying it as it would be a
heaviness, a burden upon the back. But there will be a time that they will
have the courage, and they will come again and look upon it.

1994-0812-111

I've been following my guidance to just let them be.

1994-0812-112

Indeed. It would do no good in a short-term view to try to force this upon
them. They will need to come to it in their own timing. But know that you
are not separate - as you do know. For whenever you think upon these ones
and hold them in your heart, they feel your Love and your bonding with
them although they acknowledge it not. But they feel it, for the bond that
you have with these ones is very deep and everlasting and it cannot be
severed.

1994-0812-113

Well, it was a healing for me because I had a lot come up over it.

1994-0812-114

Indeed. It has been necessary for you to see that you could allow them
their own choices and that you could be okay with it, as the world would
say, that you could come in your own strength and you could say, "This is
Who I am and this is where I must be." Other lifetimes you have put
yourself in the background and you have made choices that were not to
your own unfoldment, giving over to others because it was seen, in their
eyes, it seemed to be so important that you sacrifice yourself. And there
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were times that you laid down the body because of them, because you did
not allow your own heart to open.
1994-0812-115

This lifetime you have decreed that you can have it all - and you will.

1994-0812-116

It felt good to declare, "I divorce myself from my children."

1994-0812-117

Indeed. There is a grand freedom in that, and it is not a setting aside of
ones as in abandonment or rejection, but it is a grand freedom of claiming
the holy Child that you are and saying, "I must be about my Father's
business: the business of expressing Who I am in freedom."

1994-0812-118

The very choice that you make is felt by all of creation. It is felt by the
ones known as your children in this lifetime and felt by the brothers and
sisters as well. For there is nothing that you do in isolation. Each choice
that you make for the unfoldment of your own awareness of the Christ that
you are is as you would see a spider web, and you would take one point upon
that spider web and you would lift it up. All of the spider web vibrates with
that choice. It is a grand thing that you do, not only for yourself - with a
small "s," but the Self with a capital "S". You have done it for them as
well.

1994-0812-119

I appreciate all of your help, guidance and assistance.

1994-0812-120

It is always yours, as you, for there is no inner wisdom that is kept from
you. As you decree that you wish to know - and you have decreed such - all
of creation rearranges itself so that you will know this.

1994-0812-121

I have been doing a lot of declaring.

1994-0812-122

Indeed. It is a grand thing to do.

1994-0812-123

And it was so healing to let go of the old patterns that... I had a lot of
being subservient to God, this old, old programing, so I really needed to
scream and yell.

1994-0812-124

Indeed, you did.

1994-0812-125

Yes.

1994-0812-126

To declare your own freedom as the Child that you are. For as you have
discerned, there have been many, many lifetimes that you spent in service
unto the One known as the Father, seeing the Father as afar off and One
Who would be prayed unto, and perhaps, just perhaps, if you were good
enough and you had done enough penance or somehow you had put enough of
the golden coins in the box, He would hear you.

1994-0812-127

Uh huh.
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1994-0812-128

No longer do you see that as necessary. He has always heard you for He is
within. He is the very Life force that you are. I and the Father are one.
You and the Father are one. It cannot be otherwise. You are the Father's
Life expression upon this plane and all other planes as well. Even if the ego
would try to deny that, you are still the Father's expression.

1994-0812-129

Well, I get an instant reminder when I go into that space. I'm getting
better.

1994-0812-130

It is part of the acceleration that you have decreed that you will now
experience. It is to know when you are getting out of the space of the
heart, out of the space of peace and the space of Love, instantly you will
feel the brambles, as it would be, along the side of the path and it directs
you. It says, "Okay, you have a choice. You can either be in the bramble
patch" - and you have experienced that enough times - "or you can be upon
the path of Love as the Light that you are." And more and more you are
saying, "Okay, the brambles can be their own expression. I desire to be
Who I am and to go in grand freedom."

1994-0812-131

That is why you are being what they would say as the one who declares her
independence. No longer do you need to listen to the voice of the world.

1994-0812-132

I think the expression is, "getting to be a pushy broad."

1994-0812-133

Ha, that is an expression within your world, yes. What you are doing,
beloved one, is pushing the boundaries of the comfort zone out. You are
indeed pushy and it a grand thing for the holy Child to do: to push those
boundaries out unto the place where you know them to be totally unlimited.
There are no boundaries. Push. Indeed, push as much as you like.

1994-0812-134

Thank you.

1994-0812-135

And push with Love, beloved one. Thank you. And the healing community
that you are so desirous of seeing, yes, it will manifest even upon this plane.
There are many who hold that vision and that desire as well.

1994-0812-136

You, beloved one, how are you this evening?

1994-0812-137

Fine, thank you.

1994-0812-138

You are indeed. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-139

Why have I chosen to take disease as a learning tool for myself in this
lifetime?

1994-0812-140

Because, beloved one, it is a path that you have experienced many lifetimes.
It is a path well known to you, but it is also a path that you have said in
this lifetime, "I will know that I am the Spirit that activates the body
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itself. I am the Spirit of harmony and of balance and of Light that
activates the very molecules of matter. I am the one who is calling it all
together in each moment."
1994-0812-141

You desire in this lifetime to know your strength, to know your wholeness,
your healing, yes, but your wholing. That is what is at the very bottom of
healing: is to come unto that place of knowing your wholeness. Your holiness,
yes, as the holy Child that you are, but to know your wholeness of the
unlimited Spirit that you are. That is what you are asking to know in this
lifetime.

1994-0812-142

You have experienced many lifetimes of different afflictions of the body, for
you have desired to know what that feels like in order to speak a language
unto your brothers and sisters: in order to say unto them, "I know what
that feels like. I have been there. But, I also know my wholeness and I
know your wholeness. I know you to be the Christ that I am. I know your
holiness."

1994-0812-143

That is the place that you rapidly approach. That is why you have
manifested what you would see as physical challenges in order to know the
healing. Not to know the disease. That is part of the path. That is shining
the Light on one side of the coin. What you desire to know is the wholeness
of the whole coin, to know the healing.

1994-0812-144

You wish to know that for yourself as the seemingly individual expression
that you are, and you wish to know that for the Self with a capital "S", to
share that with the brothers and sisters as well, for there are many, as you
know, in this time upon this plane who are calling out to know the very same
thing: to know their wholeness. And you, beloved one, are one who has been
in other lifetimes, and are again in this lifetime, a healer.

1994-0812-145

A healer of the body, yes, but even more: a healer of the soul, the place of
knowing the wholeness that you are. This is a grand vision, yes, and you say
unto yourself that, "It seems afar off. It seems that I can almost hold that
vision within my heart." And yet, beloved one, if you can hold that vision
even a teeny, tiny bit, it is real for you. You will come Home - and not only
that; you will share with the brothers and sisters in a language that they
can understand. You will share with them because you will say, "I have been
there. I know what that feels like and I know how to get out of it and to
see the whole vision of Who I am. I know the Christ that I am and that you
are." And you will share that with ones.

1994-0812-146

That is why you are here. That is why you have chosen this path this
lifetime. It is not a negative thing. It is not a place of fault, not a place of
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limitation. It is a place of grand sharing, and you have done it in order to be
a blessing unto the brothers and sisters - and, in that, you are a blessing, of
course, unto yourself.
1994-0812-147

Whenever you would feel the messages of the body speaking unto you, first
of all, pat yourself on the back. Literally, yes, and figuratively, yes, for
having chosen this path to know your wholeness, because there is much of
healing that comes out of this for all that are on this plane at this time. It
is no small thing that you do.

1994-0812-148

Many of you - all of you - many times you experience being seemingly just
the individual, going through your own challenges, feeling very much that
you live in your own box, and yet, you do not. Everything that you do is done
in concert with me, with other masters, Light beings, whatever you will call
them. You are never alone, and everything that you do has a grand purpose
to it. Not the purpose of suffering, but the purpose of coming Home, the
purpose of wholing, healing, the purpose of wholing. And you are Home. So
be it.

1994-0812-149

You are already whole, and you will be out-picturing this in grand freedom,
grand manifestation, and it will be very, very obvious to others and it is
something that they call out and cry out to know. Remember that. You and
I work together. It's a good team.

1994-0812-150

You, beloved one, how are you this evening?

1994-0812-151

Excellent.

1994-0812-152

You are excellent, yes. You are perfect. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-153

My mind's blank on that.

1994-0812-154

Ah, ha.

1994-0812-155

On the ascension, how soon is soon? Is this coming as a cataclysmic
event or is it just gradually for people?

1994-0812-156

Ah, beloved one, it is as the Son or Daughter decrees. In other words, soon
is relative. You are the one who is manifesting time. I do not have time. I
live in eternity and I come in what you would see as this experience to
share with you because you are calling me forth in what seems to be a time
interval of one evening.

1994-0812-157

I am also expressing and in communion with many, many others upon the
face of our Holy Mother, the Earth at this very instant, because I do not
have time. I am everywhere, all at the same time.
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1994-0812-158

It is as soon as you decree it to be. For you, beloved one, it will be soon. It
will be in what you would see as this lifetime. For others, they will choose
to put it off again for what they would see as another lifetime or so. That
is their choice. But the ascension is already happening upon this plane and
has been in process. I was not the first one. You will not be the last one.

1994-0812-159

It is very much in process upon this plane, and it is coming unto a place of
knowing the Light that you are, and the same for the seemingly separate
brothers and sisters, coming unto the place of claiming the Light that they
are as well and allowing this, because of the freedom and the joy, allowing
this to express in a very dynamic quality upon this plane, still active with
the body, not having to lay down the body and then ascend unto somewhere,
but waking up in a moment and saying, "By God, I am Christ. By God, I am
Light." And, of course, by God.

1994-0812-160

{Laughter.}

1994-0812-161

And then the ascension happens. It happens. It has been called
enlightenment. Why? Why would you call it enlightenment? Because it very
much describes the Light that you are, allowing that Light to radiate
through the cells of the body, coming unto that place of full realization and
awareness of the Light, the energy that activates this, this beauteous
design that you have put together here. And it happens soon, yes. But soon
is relative.

1994-0812-162

Did you get your answer?

1994-0812-163

Yes and no.

1994-0812-164

{Laughter.}

1994-0812-165

Would you ask further?

1994-0812-166

I keep hearing of Earth changes and that sort of thing. Is that...?

1994-0812-167

That again, beloved one, has to do with what the Son or Daughter decrees.
There are some of the brothers and sisters who will see it necessary to
have the cataclysm, yes. It will be as they decree that they be hit upon
the head in order to awaken.

1994-0812-168

Know you that when you are in a state of repose, sleep, allowing the body
to be at rest, there are some of you that as soon as another one comes
close to you, you will wake up. There are some of you who wait until there
is the touch upon the shoulder and then you awaken. And there are some
who sleep so heavily that you have to shake them before they awaken.
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1994-0812-169

So some of the brothers and sisters will see within their reality - and that
is reality with a small "r" for your Reality with a capital "R" is the Truth
of your being as the Child that is eternal, expressing always - but within
their reality with a small "r" they may need the cataclysm to say, "Oh, yes.
It is here now." For others it is very much in process as a gentle process of
awakening and it does not need the tumbling of the mountains and the grand
upheavals and the volcanoes, as it would be, to get your attention. Your
attention is already coming unto the place of the Heart, so it can be, and is,
gentle.

1994-0812-170

But there will be others who will choose the grand drama of it because that
is what they desire to choose, to experience. And there is no judgment in
any of that, because it brings the sleeping Child to wakefulness. It does not
matter how, except that it matters to the Child, to the experience thereof.
Does that answer your question?

1994-0812-171

Yes.

1994-0812-172

Okay. We would not leave you with just a partial answer. We would not
leave you hanging, as they say. Indeed, you have done that in enough
lifetimes as well.

1994-0812-173

{Laughter.}

1994-0812-174

Beloved one, how are you this evening?

1994-0812-175

Very good.

1994-0812-176

You are. Such a smile.

1994-0812-177

I want to thank you. I had a wonderful year.

1994-0812-178

Indeed, you have.

1994-0812-179

I've had a wonderful life, but a wonderful even more last year.

1994-0812-180

And I will share with you, beloved one, that this will not cease.

1994-0812-181

I feel it won't.

1994-0812-182

Indeed.

1994-0812-183

More and more joyful and more and more experiences and more and
more aware of you in my life.

1994-0812-184

Indeed, it is my grand joy that you are allowing me in as your constant
companion. For truly, I am always with you, as you. There is no separation.
Only the ego would speak of separation and would then get into the
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judgments of what the world would say. Always I am you, and I enjoy
playing with you. It is my joy. Would you have a question this evening?
1994-0812-185

I'll be going along in this joy and flowing in that energy that you are
talking about, and a few relationships... seems like a lot of us have
those things can zap that joy or we let that happen.

1994-0812-186

Indeed.

1994-0812-187

And I have that within my home in the guise of a stepdaughter, a
teenager, who pushes every button.

1994-0812-188

Indeed, a grand delight.

1994-0812-189

And tonight you have been saying so much that we need to look at each
person as the Christ, see the Christ.

1994-0812-190

Indeed.

1994-0812-191

I know that's what I need to do with her, but sometimes I can't.

1994-0812-192

But you are allowing yourself... each time that the button is pushed, you
are allowing yourself to step back from it a degree or so. Other lifetimes
you have interacted with this one. This is not the first time you have
interacted with this one, and you have been as the grand warriors in other
lifetimes where you, "Off with the head" immediately when the button was
pushed, and "shoosh," time to recycle and start over. You have done that
many times to each other. The roles have been reversed so that you have
shared that experience.

1994-0812-193

This lifetime you are again pushing the buttons for each other but you are
allowing yourself to step back a degree and to take a deep breath. And as
you take a deep breath, you allow yourself to connect with the Heart that
you are and to behold this one as the holy Child that she is, and to see her
again as the grand actress, as we have spoken to this other one. And to see
that she is putting it all together for herself. She is writing the script as
she goes along, improvising very much, moment by moment, as to what will
push the buttons, and you have asked for those buttons to be pushed in
order to know the wholeness of the situation, yes, and to know the
wholeness of that one who stands in front of you - and, most of all, to know
your own wholeness, to know that no matter what transpires all around you,
no matter if it be the grand volcano that is going off, no matter what, you
are always, eternally, the Life expression of the Heavenly Father. You are
the Christ upon this plane, and so is the other one. And you know your
wholeness in that.
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1994-0812-194

That is why you have said unto this one, "Come and join me again. This time
we will do it anew. We will look upon it anew." And I will share with you,
beloved one, you are doing very well.

1994-0812-195

I'll keep calling for you.

1994-0812-196

Indeed. I am there with you and it is my grand joy. And there are times
when I stand just a degree... know you what is called a double exposure on
the film, where you have two images perhaps not quite on top of each
other, just maybe a bit off to the side? That is how I stand sometimes with
you and I behold the interaction, and then you come unto the place where I
abide in the Heart and we are then together as the one exposure. Yes,
always I am with you. Always I applaud.

1994-0812-197

Thank you.

1994-0812-198

Thank you.

1994-0812-199

Now, beloved one, I would come unto you. How are you this evening?

1994-0812-200

Wonderful.

1994-0812-201

You are indeed wonderful. Abide with that word which you have just used to
describe yourself. Abide with that word in your quiet times, for you are
indeed a wonder. You are beautiful. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-202

The family. Is it ever going to get things straightened out?

1994-0812-203

Indeed, yes. Indeed. It is not for you, beloved one, to have to make it come
together. It is not for you to have to make all things right, for they are
already right. It is for you to allow yourself to rest in the everlasting arms
of our Heavenly Father and to know that He takes care of all. No matter
what the choices be, He takes all of those choices and loves each one, and
in time each one will come Home.

1994-0812-204

You are loved, beloved one, by the Heavenly Father, as are the others. It
matters not their choices or how they see things. What matters is Who you
are. And you do not have to do anything. Who you are speaks so loudly that
you do not have to do anything except to abide in the Heart and to know
the Love that you are. And it is as we have spoken unto the other one
about the spider web: as you allow yourself to abide in that peace and in
that Love, knowing that you are enfolded in that Love all the time, you
uplift all of the spider web. It goes out as ripples and it is felt, and it
encourages others. Though they may not know it on what you would say as
a conscious level, it is felt. The family is very much bonded, very much is
the Love that it is.
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1994-0812-205

Thank you.

1994-0812-206

Beloved one, it is I who thank you. {Hugging.}

1994-0812-207

Bless you.

1994-0812-208

What you are feeling so intensely is a grand calling from the Heart that
you are. You desire to know and to have others know the Love that they
are. It is a very deep desire of the Child to come Home again.

1994-0812-209

Know that what you desire will be manifest. It cannot be otherwise. It may
not come in what you would decree from an ego place; it may not come in
the circumstances or the way that you would decree it to come or expect it
to come. It may come in the most unexpected ways. But know you that it
will come.

1994-0812-210

Thank you.

1994-0812-211

And thank yourself for feeling that so deeply. It is an expression of the
Heart, a Heart that was very heavy for what you would see as many
lifetimes, very closed because it felt it had to be closed. Now you are
connecting with that Heart and it is a grand blessing. It hurts, yes, at times
because there is such an intensity of a desire, and yet what turns that
around is to pour out the Love that you are upon these ones as you hold
them in your mind, to know that what you feel for them is felt by them,
however subtly, and then to turn that Love upon yourself as the beautiful
Child that you are. Thank you.

1994-0812-212

You, beloved one, how are you?

1994-0812-213

Great.

1994-0812-214

You are great. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-215

How might I serve best?

1994-0812-216

Indeed, beloved one, you are very much in process of serving best. It is to
come Home yourself. It is to allow your own unfolding, for as you do that,
you uplift all of creation. Do it with you, beloved one; do it with simplicity.
Know that you are already Home. It takes only the awakening of saying, "I
am Home. I have been as the Prodigal Son, yes. Daughter. And I have gone
seemingly afar, but it has been a journey without distance." For you have
never left the Father's Kingdom. You are asleep in the meadow of our
Father's Kingdom and even now you are awakening, knowing that you are
Home.

1994-0812-217

That is how you serve best, beloved one, in coming Home yourself. For as you
do that, you give unto the brothers and sisters the opportunity to come
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Home themselves for they see one who has awakened, and if you, who are
seemingly just as they are, can awaken, then they know they can awaken.
1994-0812-218

Be in joy, beloved one. Play. I know that you do. I love you.

1994-0812-219

You, beloved brother, how are you this evening?

1994-0812-220

I am fine.

1994-0812-221

You are indeed fine. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-222

I have no questions.

1994-0812-223

Indeed, there is a Heart that is wide open, a Heart of simplicity that takes
in all of the Love as a sponge, and then what do you do? You give it forth
again.

1994-0812-224

Wring it out.

1994-0812-225

You wring it out, yes, and whoever is in your presence feels the Love that
you are and that you have to share. You have gone through what you would
see as many lifetimes of toil, of study, of questions. You are one who has
been as the grand scholar and who has studied the heavens. You are one
who has studied how all of the parts, the numbers as it would be, the
symbols, fit together, and you have done this in order to know the whole.
And then you have been as the grand monk in the monastery and you have
written all of these works that have been known as the classics, and guess
what, beloved one? You have come back later and you have studied these
classics, and you have said, "What grand wisdom."

1994-0812-226

{Laughter.}

1994-0812-227

You are the wisdom of the holy Child, indeed. Enjoy, beloved one. You are
such a grand expression of Life upon this plane. Thank you.

1994-0812-228

You, beloved daughter of our Heavenly Father, how are you?

1994-0812-229

Wonderful.

1994-0812-230

You are wonderful. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-231

Am I right to encourage my family to come here? My parents?

1994-0812-232

Indeed, you are right to encourage your family, your parents, to come here,
to give them the heart - which is the root word of "encourage" - to give
them the heart, yes, to look upon a new alternative, a new way to
experience life, this life adventure. And then to allow them to make their
own choices with that. But yes, beloved one, encourage them, encourage
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them to live to the fullest, for then they come truly alive and begin to
know Who they are.
1994-0812-233

It matters not whether they be in another geographical location or here,
for they can come Home in any place, but encourage them. You will have fun
with it and so will they. But as your world would say, "Be okay with their
choice," and also, again as we have spoken unto another, do not think that
the choice that is made in one moment is one that is set in eternity. For as
you have discovered, you will make one decision in one day and then later on
down the road you change your mind, and you have said, "It is a woman's
prerogative. I change my mind." It is the holy Child's prerogative, for always
you have choices.

1994-0812-234

Enjoy it as the grand adventure that it is and encourage others to do the
same.

1994-0812-235

Thank you.

1994-0812-236

Thank you.

1994-0812-237

Beloved one, I am so happy that you have come unto this place, that you
have followed your guidance to again uproot yourself from what was
seemingly a place, an abode, and to come unto this new place - although it
is not new, for I will share with you, you have lived in this area many
lifetimes.

1994-0812-238

That is why you feel at home. You feel a resonance with the very hills
themselves for there is much of you in the hills, the mountains, that you
see. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-239

I don't have any questions.

1994-0812-240

Indeed. You have your own inner wisdom that is always there for you, and
you are testing out what seemingly were the butterfly wings. In the
beginning you asked of yourself, "Will these fragile wings take me where I
need to go?" And you are finding that yes, those fragile wings are quite
strong and you are flying quite well. The guidance is very strong. And it is
as you have felt: there is much of an energy vortex in this area, for you
especially, because there is much of you, the energy that you are, within
these mountains. You have lived many lifetimes in this geographical location
as you would see it, and it is a place that opens up within you home as you
know it and the Home with a capital "H" that you wish to experience, and
will experience.

1994-0812-241

There are many of your brothers and sisters who will also be making trek
unto this place. You see gathered in this room many of your Family, ones
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that you had to make trek to come and connect with. There will be many of
the brothers and sisters who also will be coming unto this place and you will
welcome them. You will have the home fire, as it would be called, burning
for them and they will feel welcome. Thank you. Enjoy - as you do.
1994-0812-242

Beloved brother who goes with the spirit of adventure, how are you this
evening?

1994-0812-243

Marvelous.

1994-0812-244

You are marvelous. You are very much enjoying life, are you not?

1994-0812-245

Yes.

1994-0812-246

More and more in every day. It is as you have said unto the beloved mate,
you said many years ago, "Come and be my playmate, and we will play and
we will enjoy. We will have many adventures upon the path." And it has
been so, has it not?

1994-0812-247

That's true.

1994-0812-248

Indeed. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-249

I have no direct questions.

1994-0812-250

Indeed, it is not necessary. I express unto you my thanks for opening your
home and making this gathering possible this evening, and I honor you for
the openness of your vision to go where your guidance takes you and to be
willing, momently, to pick up and go, to change direction, as it would be, to
be spontaneous. For the holy Child is always spontaneous. The holy Child
says, "Always I reserve the right to change and look anew, to choose anew.
I reserve the right to go in grand freedom as the Christ that I am." And
you are. Thank you, beloved one.

1994-0812-251

Thank you.

1994-0812-252

We will meet again in this fashion many times. We will meet again in
communion in the heart many, many times.

1994-0812-253

I would like to express my gratitude for you being here and all the
insights that I've enjoyed.

1994-0812-254

Indeed. It has been, as what you would call, a sort of smorgasbord.

1994-0812-255

Right.

1994-0812-256

Yes, we put it out there. You may take it and chew upon it. If it is for you,
okay. If it is not, spit it out.

1994-0812-257

Beloved daughter, how are you?
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1994-0812-258

Fine.

1994-0812-259

You are indeed. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-260

What purpose has it served for... how do I ask it? For Christianity to
become so conservative? So limiting?

1994-0812-261

It has been for the holy Child to experience even that limitation. As we
have spoken earlier, all of the brothers and sisters are searching the same
as you to know Who they are, to come unto that place of knowing that they
are the whole Child of the One Creative Source.

1994-0812-262

But they follow different paths, different choices, seemingly in more
conservative, more constricting places, sometimes not coming from what you
would judge to be a place of love, oftentimes coming from a place of
separation. And you and all of your brothers and sisters, if you will receive
it, have also come along that path.

1994-0812-263

The ones that you see now still in that place will in time come to the place
of choosing anew. And if you will receive it, beloved one - for this will push
the mind - they have already experienced what you are now experiencing.
For time is not linear. You would see time upon this plane to have a
beginning and a middle and an end, to see history as being past and present
and future, and yet time is not linear. Time is all. Time is, if you will, as a
sphere, a ball, and in that ball all of time is contained, and even the very
boundaries of the sphere itself are fuzzed, if you will imagine, into infinity,
so that it is not contained.

1994-0812-264

So that what you would see as the experience now, what you are
experiencing now, they have at some other point within that sphere already
experienced. That pushes the mind for the mind would say that there must
be an alpha and an omega, but it is not. It is the Allness of the infinite
sphere, the Dream of the holy Child.

1994-0812-265

What purpose has it served? It has served the purpose of the holy Child to
come back Home again. It has served the purpose of allowing them to go
down that road - and you, as well, for we all have experienced that unto
the place where it got so constricting that the holy Child said, "Stop. There
must be another way. I will choose anew." And in that moment the holy
Child has begun the process, as you would see - and again it is not so much
a process, for that would speak of linear events, but for the concept of the
mind - it has begun the process of coming Home.

1994-0812-266

It is very interesting to speak of concepts that the mind can grasp, and yet
that is not all. The Heart abides in All. The mind grasps points. In order to
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understand, it is to take the points of the mind unto the Heart and to abide
in the Heart with those points until you know yourself to be one with those
very points, those concepts, and to know that those concepts themselves
have come out of you as the holy Child that you are. And what comes then?
Is a grand peace, for you know that you have experienced all, that you have
been all, and that you are Home. And then the holy Child, the Holy
Daughter, laughs for she knows that she has been at Home all the time.
Welcome Home, beloved one.
1994-0812-267

For Home is experienced in each moment, each moment as you allow yourself
to experience coming Home. It need not be a cataclysmic event. It need not
be with a grand fanfare of angelic voices, a one time event. It happens
momently as you choose to abide in the Heart as the peace that you are.
And then you have the choice to abide at Home or to come into the activity
of the world.

1994-0812-268

But each time you choose to come back into the activity of the world, you
bring with you a remembrance of Home and even the activity of world is
transformed. It is the spider web that we spoke of earlier. Thank you,
beloved one.

1994-0812-269

And, beloved one, how are you?

1994-0812-270

I am fine, thank you.

1994-0812-271

Thank you for your patience. What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-272

I have felt... I'm going to ask a personal question.

1994-0812-273

Indeed, you may.

1994-0812-274

I've felt very lost and very lonely all of my life.

1994-0812-275

Indeed.

1994-0812-276

And I would like to know if that is going to change soon? I'm in a
relationship where I feel very limited, and squelched, and I'm sure it's
all in my head but, nevertheless, very real, and I'm wondering if you see
a doorway that I can soon be going through?

1994-0812-277

Soon, yes.

1994-0812-278

I feel like I'm dying.

1994-0812-279

And indeed you are, beloved one. The ego part of you that would see
separation and that would look to the outward to another to fulfill you and
to make you whole, that part of you is dying. And all of your cheerleaders
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are cheering grand cheers. You have quite a cheerleading section around you
on both shoulders. They are cheering for this death.
1994-0812-280

For yes, beloved one, you have felt alone. You have felt that you wanted to
know, "Who are my family? Where is Home? Where do I belong? I do not
feel I belong here." And you have gone many places and you have tried out
different things to see what felt like home and none of them did.

1994-0812-281

It is for the grand blessing of coming Home, beloved one. You have allowed
yourself to experience all of these choices, events, circumstances in order to
know that Home is not out there. Home is within. Home is you when you
come unto that place of knowing your holiness, knowing your wholeness.

1994-0812-282

The relationship of which you speak you have already discerned is not
bringing you that wholeness. It cannot. But you can find your wholeness in
that relationship. It does not mean that you need leave that in order to find
your wholeness, although you may choose to do so. You are whole already.
You are holy from before time began. You are the one who has chosen to
experience this adventure of Spirit incarnate. You are the one who has
decreed that, "I will go on a journey just to see what it's all about" - such
as you would set out even now to go up into one of your mountains just to
experience the journey of the mountain, to see what the perspective is from
the mountain top.

1994-0812-283

You, beloved one, are very close to the summit of your mountain. You are
very close to knowing that, "I am Home. I am not at Home, but I am Home.
And all of my brothers and sisters I can look upon them with Love for they
are searching, the same as I am." Even the ones would seem to be
squelching, they are just trying in different ways to discover Who they are,
trying out different ways, different choices, and you can love these ones as
the children that they are, for they are all Children - the one Child of our
Heavenly Father with a capital "C" and children with a small "c," who are
playing in the sandbox, their own sandboxes that they have made, making
their own choices, their own sandcastles, knocking them over just to see the
sand fly.

1994-0812-284

Knocking my sandcastles over.

1994-0812-285

Your sandcastle, beloved one, is within the Heart and no one can knock that
over. It is alive and well. What you have put together for yourself in this
journey, seemingly in this lifetime, are all of the circumstances that will
bring you Home. For you have searched high and low and you have said, "Is
this Home? No, this does not feel like Home" in order to know that you are
Home yourself, in order then to turn around in the morrow, as we have
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spoken, to turn around and to shower that Home upon anyone who has the
eyes to see and the ears to hear.
1994-0812-286

Many there will be who will continue to choose to build their own
sandcastles and knock them over. Do not worry about that. Shake that sand
from your sandals and walk on, for there are many of your brothers and
sisters who will have the eyes to see and the ears to hear. It is not by
accident that there is a gathering such as this this evening, and there will
be more coming together.

1994-0812-287

These are your Family. These are the ones who are awakening, who know
themselves to be as you are: the holy Child. That is Home. Love is the Home.
Shower that upon all. Even the ones in the grocery store. Even the ones
that you see along the side of the road. Even the one who would deliver
unto you the newspaper, the mail, as it is called.

1994-0812-288

Shower your Love upon all of the ones and, if they receive it, you will see
the sunshine. If they do not receive it, that is okay. Allow them their cloak
of the cloud if they want that cloak. It matters not to you, for you are the
sunshine. And know that I go with you. You and I are Home, beloved one.

1994-0812-289

Thank you for hearing my invitation to come this evening and to be here.

1994-0812-290

Thank you.

1994-0812-291

You will find yourself no longer the same from this time forward. Thank you.

1994-0812-292

And, beloved one who is as the servant this evening, who has made all of
this possible, who has been as the servant in many other lifetimes, doing
what was needful in the physical world to provide for others' comfort, for
their nourishment, to take care of the bodies, thank you, beloved one. I
honor you.

1994-0812-293

How are you this evening?

1994-0812-294

Good.

1994-0812-295

Indeed. You are better and you are great. You also will find yourself no
longer the same after this evening. For in what you have allowed yourself to
come through in the last few months of your timing - to open your mouth
and to say, "I am going to have this evening.... This is what I am all about.
If you want to join me, feel free to come" - you have stepped through what
you would see as rings of fear that you have carried with you in many
lifetimes where you "knew" it was not safe to speak your truth, and now,
beloved one, you are finding that, "Heavens, maybe I can speak my truth
and the world is not going to come collapsing down upon my ears."
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1994-0812-296

You will find in the days to come that you will be able to speak your truth
even with the ones closest to you, who hold differing, as it would be, belief
systems, and they will love you because of the Love that you are. You will
no longer be the same. You are already no longer the same.

1994-0812-297

What would you ask this evening?

1994-0812-298

I had several questions but they've all been answered.

1994-0812-299

Strange how that works, yes.

1994-0812-300

It's a matter of recognizing the Christ in everyone to bridge the
differences that we may have.

1994-0812-301

That is very true.

1994-0812-302

I thank you very much for being here.

1994-0812-303

It has been my honor and my pleasure to be amongst the people again, to
be amongst my friends as in olden days. There were times in what you would
see as olden days - and yet they are not far removed for they are right
here as we speak of them - when you opened your home to me, and I came
and I supped with you, and I talked with you and I talked with friends in
your home, and it was a grand joy then, as it is this evening. Nothing ever
happens by accident.

1994-0812-304

Is it not a grand joy to see a smile upon the face? What does it do for the
heart? It allows the Heart to open. And as you have the courage to smile
upon ones of the brothers and sisters, especially the ones who would go
about downcast, so downcast that they see nothing but their very feet, as
you smile upon those ones, they will wonder, yes, what you are up to. They
will wonder what you know that they don't know - and yet they know it
within them - and it allows them the opportunity to choose anew, to come
Home in that moment as well.

1994-0812-305

There is such grand power in the simplicity of a smile. Give it freely. It is
as a love offering, the smile that you give unto each one.

1994-0812-306

It has been my grand joy to be amongst you again in this evening and to
share my Love with you in this very expressive form. Know that when this
evening is ended, it will not be ended, for always I go with you, closer than
your very breath. I go with you as you.

1994-0812-307

Call upon me, think upon me and instantly I am there with you. Whenever
there would be questions of the mind, sorrow of the heart or confusion, even
a small question, call upon me. For what you do in that time is not to call
upon someone who would be afar off; instantly I am there with you. Always
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I am with you. In that moment, as you call upon me, what you allow
yourself to do is to expand the image of Who you think you are, to expand
the image of your Self until you come unto the place of knowing you are
totally unlimited, and you know yourself to be the Christ that I have been
called.
1994-0812-308

I am not separate from you. I am not way above you, somewhere afar off
on the cloud - cloud forty-nine or whatever you would call it. I am not afar
off. Instantly as you think upon me, I am there with you, and it is my grand
joy to be there with you as the Love that we are.

1994-0812-309

In the morrow of your timing, before you lift your head from the pillow, ask
of yourself, "What would the holy Child like to do today? How would it feel
to go as the Christ?" and play with it. Have fun with it. "How would the
Christ feel in a day? How would the body feel as Christ?" and play with it.
That is all that the holy Child need do.

1994-0812-310

The world would speak unto you that there is much to be accomplished.
Know you, you have already accomplished all of that in what you would see
as other lifetimes. You have done everything. Now is the time to play as the
Child that you are, to play in unlimited, unconditional Love, and to allow that
to be so spontaneous and free-flowing that it is contagious.

1994-0812-311

Do you know that joy is contagious? Yes, you do. You have experienced that,
where one will start laughing and you don't know what they are laughing
about, but all of sudden you find yourself laughing. And then maybe or
maybe not they explain to you what they are laughing about. It matters
not. You found yourself caught up in the laughter, for it was so contagious.

1994-0812-312

Be contagious. Be the Love that you are. Play as the holy Child that you
are.

1994-0812-313

I honor you for the courage that it has taken for you to come and to
express in what you would see as this lifetime upon this plane. Remember
always that you are free. You are the one Child of the Heavenly Father,
eternal, ever-expressing, ever-ongoing. You are Love and you are loved.

1994-0812-314

So be it.

